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BOUNDED EXTENSION PROPERTY AND/»-SETS

PER HAG

Abstract. The main result of this paper is a theorem which asserts that a

closed subset of the compact Hausdorff space X is a p-set for a uniform

algebra A on X if and only if S = {/ G A; Re/ > 0} has the so-called

bounded extension property with respect to F. Similar results have been

obtained by Bishop, Gamelin, Semadeni and the author.

1. Introduction. In the following X is a compact Hausdorff space, F is a

closed subset of X and F' denotes X\F. A is a uniform algebra on X and S

denotes a closed convex cone of C(X), the space of all continuous complex-

valued functions on X, equipped with the sup norm topology. A\F and S\F

denote the set of all restrictions to F of A and 5, respectively. For/ G C(X),

f = f\F denotes the restriction of / to F, and for u G M(X), the set of all

complex Radon measures on X, nF denotes the restriction of u to F. Likewise

iiF, denotes the restriction of u to F'. By Ax we understand the set of

annihilating measures for A, and the dual cone S* of S is the set

S* = { u G M(X); Re u(/) > 0 for all/ G S }.

[By Re ¡i(f) we understand Re fx f dii.]

A closed subset E of X is a peak set for A if there is a function / G A such

that fix) = 1 for all x G E and \f(y)\ < 1 for all v G X\E. A p-set is the

intersection of peak sets. In the following we restrict ourselves to proper

/»-sets, i.e. Ei=X.

The following definition is a generalization of a definition due to Michael

and Pelczyñski [7].

1.1. Definition. The closed convex cone S is said to have the bounded

extension property (BEP) w.r.t. F if for each pair/ G S, g G S\F and every

closed G Q X with G n F = 0 and every e > 0, there exists a g G S such

that

(A)g|F = g,

(B) ||g -/|| -||g -f\\F,
(C)||g-/HG<c

(Here and in the following || || denotes the sup norm on X, while || \\F denotes

the sup norm on F, etc.)

Combining Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 4.2 of [6] we obtain immediately
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1.2. Theorem. With the same notation as above the following two conditions

are equivalent:

(a) S has the BEP w.r.t. F;

(b) v G S* => »y G S* and vF, G S*.

In the present paper we study the special case when

S = {/ G A; Re/(x) > 0 for all x G X }.

Theorem 2.1 asserts that S has the BEP w.r.t. F if and only if F is ap-set for

A. We also answer two questions raised in [6] using this result, although our

earlier arguments could be used. The first result deals with elements in an

arbitrary uniform algebra with nonnegative real parts, while the second result

concerns the disc algebra.

2. The main result. The proof of the following theorem is the same as the

proof of Proposition 4.3 of [6]. Since we are dealing with a more general

situation, we give the argument for the sake of completeness.

2.1. Theorem. Let X, F and A be as given in the introduction and let S be

the closed convex cone given by

S = {/ G A; Re/(x) > Ofor all x G A" }.

Then S has the BEP w.r.t. F if and only if F is a p-set for A.

Proof, (i) Assume first that S has the BEP w.r.t. F. Since 0, 1 G 5, it

follows immediately from Definition 1.1 that Fis a p-set for A.

(ii) To prove the opposite implication, we need the following lemma.

2.2. Lemma. S* = M+ + A-1, where M+ denotes the set of all nonnegative

measures in M(X).

Proof of Lemma 2.2. The inclusion M++A±<ZS*vs obvious. Suppose

now that/ G C(X) such that Re p(f) > 0 for all p G M + + A x. In particu-

lar, this holds for all |iSj4x. Hence / G A. Since Re p(f) > 0 for all

p G M+, it follows that Re/(x) > 0 for all x G X. Consequently/ G S. By

the separation theorem for convex sets it follows now that M+ + Ax is

w*-dense in S*. It is therefore sufficient to show that M+ + A ± is vv*-closed.

In this respect, let {fia + <"„} be a net in M + + A x converging to o in the

w*-topology. Then we have

ll/fj = ( dpa = f d(pa + va) -+ [ da.
Jx Jx Jx

Hence { pa) is a bounded net. Let ju. be a w*-cluster point of the elements of

{/*„}. Then p G M+ and o — p is a »v*-cluster point of {va} and so in Ax.

Therefore uEM+i^1.    □

Now assume that F is a p-set of A. By the Glicksberg peak set theorem [4,

Chapter II, Theorem 12.7], we know that pF G A L for all p G A x. It follows

immediately that also pF. G A x when fiG^1. Let p G S*. By our lemma,
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H = m + v, where m G M + and v £ Ax. This implies

uF = mF + vF£ M+ +AX

and also

/V = mF- + vF. £ M* +AX,

since mf and mF, are nonnegative measures and vF and iy. are in A ± by

Glicksberg's theorem. Applying our lemma again, we obtain ¡iF, p.F. G S*.

From Theorem 1.2 we now conclude that S has the BEP w.r.t. F.   □

Remark. It is well known that in the case when A is the disc algebra and

F Ç T, the unit circle, then F is a /»-set for A if and only if F has

one-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0. Hence Theorem 2.1 can be considered

as a generalization of Proposition 4.3 of [6]. Thus Theorem 2.1 answers the

second question of §5 of [6], affirmatively.

3. Consequences. In [6] the following result is proved.

3.1. Theorem. Let X, F and S be as in the introduction. Then the following

conditions are equivalent

(a) S has the BEP w.r.t. F.

(b) Given a pair f G S, g G S\F and a lower semicontinuous function ip:

X -* (0,oo ] such that \f(x) — g(x)\ < tp(x) for all x G F, then there exists an

extension g £ S of g such that \f(x) — g(x)\ < \¡/(x)for all x G X.

Combining Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we obtain the following.

3.2. Theorem. With X,F,A and S as in Theorem 2.1., the following two

conditions are equivalent

(a) F is a p-set for A.

(b) Given a pair f G S, g G S\F and a lower semicontinuous function \¡/\

X ->(0,oo] such that \fix) — g(x)\ < ¡p(x) for all x G F, then there exists an

extension g £ S of g such that \f(x) — g(x)\ < \p(x)for all x £ X.

If X = A, the closed unit disc in the plane and A is the disc algebra

(considered as a uniform algebra on A), we have the following consequence of

Theorem 3.2.

3.3. Corollary. Let F be a closed subset of the unit circle T of one-dimen-

sional Lebesgue measure 0. Let f be an arbitrary continuous function on F with

nonnegative real part. Assume also that p: A —» (0,oo] is a lower semicontinuous

function such that \f(x)\ < p(x) for all x £ F. Then there exists a function

f £ A such that

(i)/|F = /,
(ii) |/(x)| < p(x)forallx £ A,

(iii) Re/(x) > Ofor all x £ A.

Proof. We observe that

S\F = {/ G C(F); Re/(x) > 0 for all x G F }.
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(For details, see [6]. The proof of the fact that S\F is closed in C(F) is in [1].)

It is well known that F is a proper p-set (or equivalently: a peak set) for the

disc algebra A if and only if F is a closed subset of T of one-dimensional

Lebesgue measure 0. Since 0 G S, the result follows immediately from our

last theorem.

Remark. Corollary 3.3 answers affirmatively the third question in §5 of [6].

This result is also proved in [5] using a completely different technique. In fact,

the result in [5] is slightly sharper than Corollary 3.3.
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